
 

78 of 78 words were placed into the puzzle

2/1/2016

Across  
1. Liam’s 1993 film role  
6. Droop, like pants  
9. Architect who turns 99 this year  
14. Three Gorges Dam site  
15. Killer of stage  
16. ___ Wafers (banana pudding ingredient)  
17. Foam weapons sold at Atlanta Braves home games  
19. Locker room feature  
20. Deposit spot  
21. Tex’s lankier friend  
22. Like some exhibitions  
23. “Islands in the Stream”, e.g.  
25. “Hey guys, a little help over here?”  
29. Blackjack action  
31. GPA part  
32. ___ Speed Wagon (classic truck that names the band)  
33. Like many King stories  
37. Stamp of approval  
38. Modern phrase which shuts down a person’s critics  
42. Billfold fillers  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43. It keeps things off the table  
44. Sch. support group  
45. Nick, e.g.  
46. Ages like a junkyard car  
50. Legendary quest figure  
55. Stare, like a child who doesn’t know better  
56. Rx amount  
57. “That was me”  
59. Airline ticket word  
60. Many a media scare  
62. Puzzle feeling that should be felt four times in this puzzle  
64. Break the bank?  
65. YouTube annoyance  
66. County in a 2008 Tony-winning play  
67. Fernando’s finger foods  
68. Enjoyed 67-Across  
69. Contemplated  
 
Down  
1. White pawns in a chess game, et al.  
2. Grew all of a sudden  
3. Jimmy of late-night  
4. Actress Ortiz of “Devious Maids”  
5. Stadium sounds heard in old football documentaries  
6. Welcomed through the door  
7. “Whatever you have a question about, I’m your man”  
8. It’s its way on the highway (abbr.)  
9. Like Tyler Perry during many of his films  
10. Gaiety  
11. Plastic wonderland annexed to many a McDonald’s  
12. NFC East quarterback Manning  
13. Author Fleming of “Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang”  
18. Pseudonym for Aladdin  
22. Christmas observance with an associated wreath  
24. Sixth and twelfth word of “A Tale of Two Cities”  
26. Brings home, as metaphorical bacon  
27. Kempt  
28. Bob or Elizabeth of politics  
30. Parking lot substance  
34. Easy piano exercise  
35. Square near the Academy  
36. Cabaret singer’s prop  
37. [Sure, whatever]  
38. Travels down the bunny trail  
39. Start to climax?  
40. Prison tattoo shape  
41. ___ Lingus (Irish airline)  
45. Rabble, with “the”  
47. Word document action  
48. Emotional pain  
49. Moved like some Sonic employees  
51. Dutch cheese city (as if that narrows it down)  
52. Instrument with a pedal  
53. Sage’s one-liner
54. Not too bright  
58. Tolkien mount  
60. Eagle tender, maybe?  
61. Guitarist Kaplan of Yo La Tengo  
62. Words seen in cookbooks  
63. Sch. with a Magic Johnson statue
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